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Abstract 
Althofer, 1. and E. Triesch, Edge search in graphs and hypergraphs of bounded rank, Discrete 
Mathematics 115 (1993) l-9. 
Given a finite graph G=(V, E), what is the worst-case complexity L(G) of finding an unknown edge 
e* E E if the following tests are admitted: For any WC Y we may test whether e* c W or not. We 
prove that L(C) $ log, (E( + 3. This result is generalized to hypergraphs H =( V, E) of bounded rank: 
For any r, there exists some constant yr such that L(H)&log, 1 E) + yr for any hypergraph with 
rank <:r. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following classical group testing problem: Assume that some people in 
a certain population are infected by a contagious disease. In order to find and isolate 
the sick persons, a blood sample is drawn from everybody in the population. By 
mixing up the blood of a group of people and analyzing the result, it can be tested 
whether at least one person in this group is infected. Question: How many tests are 
necessary to identify the sick subpopulation? 
This is one of the first mathematically investigated search problems (cf. [S]), many 
variants of which have been discussed in the literature (cf. [I, 31). Mostly, it is assumed 
that some additional information about the set of sick people is available, e.g. its 
cardinality is known or, more general, certain subsets of the population are excluded. 
This leads to the following search problem for hypergraphs: 
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Suppose some hypergraph H = (V, E) is given (V finite, E c 2”, E # 8) and 
we are searching for some unknown hyperedge e* E E. For each subset 
WC V, we may test whether e*n W is empty or not. What is the minimum 
number L(H) of tests necessary to determine e*? 
If the hypergraph is a graph, the corresponding problem was introduced by Aigner 
(cf. [2]). In [3] he conjectured that the usual information-theoretic lower bound 
L(G)2 [log, IEll 
can be achieved apart from some constant y. 
In Section 2 we are going to prove this conjecture with y = 3, thus improving a result 
of Andreae [4], who showed that 
L(G)< [log, lEll+3+ rlogz(J(G)-1)l 
for all graphs G with maximal degree A(G)a2. 
Section 3 is devoted to a proof of the corresponding result for hypergraphs of 
bounded rank: 
For each Y there exists some constant y = yr such that 
L(H)6 rhih IEll +Y 
for all hypergraphs H = (V, E) with rank r(H):= max { (e 1: e E E } <r. 
(1.1) 
In fact, we are going to prove the bound (1.1) for a slightly more general test family: 
Suppose that, for each hyperedge e, there is some integral threshold c(e) such that 
c(e)E(l, . . . . 1 e I} for e # 8 and c(0) = 0. Assume now that we may choose any subset 
WC V and test whether 1 e*n WI > c(e*) or not. What is the minimum number of tests 
L(H)= L(H, c) necessary to find e*? It turns out that (1.1) holds with y independent 
of c. 
We refer the reader to [S] for an introduction to combinatorial search theory and to 
[S] for graph-theoretical notions not defined here. In Cl] search problems are 
discussed in a more general setting. 
2. The graph case 
We begin by proving an easy number-theoretic lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let t 2 1, Y 3 2, Ui E (0, 1,2, . . . >, 1~ i < r, and suppose that 
2’= c p , 
i=l 
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Then there exists some I c { 1, . . . , r} such that 
2’-‘=I 2”i. 
iol 
Proof. We proceed by induction on Y: let r = 2: We have al = a2 = t - 1; hence, we can 
take, e.g., I = {l}. 
r > 2: There exist i, j E { 1, . . . , r}, i #j, such that ai = aj. Without loss of generality, 
assumethatj=r.Definea;:=akforkE{l, . . ..r-l}\{i}anda.:=ai+l.Byinduction, 
there is some I’c { 1, . . . , r- l} satisfying 
i 
C 2”” if isI’, 
2’-’ = 1 2a;= kI’u(*l 
ksl’ 1 2”” if i#Z’. 0 
kel’ 
Before we prove the result announced in the introduction, we consider the case of 
bipartite graphs. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose G =(U; W, E) is a bipartite graph with color classes U and 
Wand edge set E. Then 
L(G)<rlog, IEll+l . 
Proof. It is clear that the addition of edges to G can only increase the search length 
L(G). Now we add edges and possibly vertices to G until we obtain a bipartite graph 
G’ =(U, w’, E’), with WC w’, E c E’, such that any u E U has degree 
d,,(u)=2 rb & Wl, 
Sinceitisclearthat (E’~<2~EI,wehaverlog,IE’~16rlog21E~l+1. 
Now add isolated edges to G’ in order to obtain a graph G” with exactly 2r’ogz1E’11 
edges. We claim that 
L(G”)= [log, IE’ll, 
which obviously proves the theorem. 
More generally, we show by induction on t the following: 
If H is a bipartite graph with 2’ edges and U is a color class of H such that 
every degree dH(u) (UE U) is a power of 2, then L(H)= t. 
The case t = 1 is trivial since H is one of the two graphs K1, 2 and 2K2. If t > 1 and 
I U I = 1, then H is the star K1, 2t and again the equation L(H)= t is immediate. So, 
assume that t > 1 and I U ) 2 2. In this case Lemma 2.1 implies the existence of a subset 
U’c U such that CusLi, dH(u)=2’-‘. We choose W:= V(H)\U’ as first test set. It is 
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clear by construction that after the test the unknown edge must be contained in 
a graph satisfying the induction hypothesis; hence, the result follows. 0 
Remark. No bipartite graph satisfying L(G)= [log, lE(G)ll + 1 is known. In fact, 
Chang and Hwang [6] conjectured that each bipartite graph with 2’ edges contains an 
induced subgraph with 2’- ’ edges. This conjecture is easily seen to be equivalent o 
the following one. 
For all bipartite graphs, L(G)= [log, 1 E(G)11 holds. 
The paper [6] also contains examples of bipartite graphs G with an even number of 
edges such that no induced subgraph contains exactly half of the edges of G. 
We now reduce the case of general graphs to the bipartite case. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G=(V, E) be a graph. Then L(G)< [log, I E IJ+3. 
Proof. Choose a bipartite subgraph H = (U, W, F) of G (not induced) such that 1 F 1 is 
maximal, V= Uu W. For UE U, denote by d,(u) the degree of u in the induced 
subgraph G[U] of G. Then du(u)<ddH(u), the degree of u in H, since, otherwise, the 
bipartite subgraph of G with color classes U\(u) and Wu{u) contains more edges 
than H. Similarly, d,(w) < dH(w) for all w E W; hence, 
IE(GWl)l=f c d&)Q3 c Mu)=+lW)I, 
UPU UPU 
and IE(GCW)l~~lWN. 




Now we prove the theorem by induction on I E ( = 1 E(G)/, the case I E I = 1 being 
trivial. For the induction step, first test the set WC I/ which was defined above. If the 
unknown edge e* has both of its endpoints in W, we are done in view of (2.2). 
Otherwise, we choose U as our second test set. In case e* eE(G[U]), we have 
L(G)d2+L(G[UI)<2+ [log, IE(GCUl)l1+3<1og,IE(G)l+3 
by (2.1) and the induction hypothesis. If e* $ G[U], then e* E E(H); hence, 
L(G)~2+L(H)~2+~logzlE(H)l~+l~~log,(El~+3, 
where we used Theorem 2.2 in the last estimate. I7 
Remark. No graph G = (I’, E) with L(G) > [log, ( E II+ 1 is known, but it was shown 
by Chang et al. [7] that there are infinitely many complete graphs K, satisfying 
L(K)= rb, G,l+ 1 (cf. C71). 
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3. Hypergraphs of bounded rank 
In this section our goal is to prove Theorem 3.4, which was announced in the 
introduction. From now on, we assume that H =( V, E) is a hypergraph with rank 
r(H) = r, where r is some arbitrary but fixed natural number. Let 1 E I:= m and suppose 
that, for each hyperedge e #8, there is some integer c(e), 1 <c(e)< ) el, c(O):=O. 
For WC V, We write E(H, W):=E(W):={eEE: c(e)<IenWl} and 
m(H, W):= m( W):= 1 E( W)(. The degree deg(u) of a vertex v E V is defined as ({e E E: 
v E e} I. Now assume that we want to find the unknown edge e* E E by successively 
choosing subsets WC V and testing whether e* E E(W) or not. In order to minimize 
the (worst-case) search length L(H), it seems reasonable to choose first a set W 
such that m(W) is approximately IE (/2. Then we choose a set which approximately 
halves the number of hyperedges which are compatible with the result of the first test 
and so on. To obtain some information about how close to I E l/2 the number m(W) 
can be made, we prove the following lemma which is the main step towards proving 
Theorem 3.4. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose (b 4 E and 0 6 m. f m. Then there is some WC V such that 
Proof. Choose WC V such that: 
(i) m(W)>mo and m(W)<m(l?) for any other @, with m(@>mo, 
(ii) 1 WI is minimal among all W satisfying Condition (i). 
We show that W satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 3.1. Assume to the contrary that 
m(W)~m,+2*m’~~‘+‘~. (3.1) 
For each vertex WE W. we define 
deg(w):=((eEE: wEe and IenWI=c(e)}l. 
By (i), (ii) and (3.1), the inequality m(w\{w})-=zmo must hold; hence, 
deg(w) >Trn”(‘+ ‘) for all w E W. 
As de&w) < deg(w) for all w E W, we get 
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Now choose any wc E W and define U:= (U E V\ W: (u, w,,> c e for some hyperedge , 
with ( Wnel=c(e)). If U=8 thenevery hyperedge tsE, with woeeand len Wf=c(e), 
is a subset of W, which, by (3.2) and the definition of deg(w,), leads to the contradic- 
tion 
2’m”(‘+ I)< deg(w,) < 
hence, we can write U:= {ur, . . . , up}, with p> 1, and deg(q)adeg(uJ> ... >deg(u,). 
We have 
k. deg(u,) < i deg(ai) < r . m < 2’.m for all k, 
i= I 
and, therefore, 
deg(uk)<2rmri(rt1) for all k>s:= rml’(r+l)l. (3.3) 
Let Uo:=(ul, . . . , us), Ul:=U\Uo and E*:=(eEE: ec WuUo). By the rank condi- 
tion and (3.2), we have 
jE*lgJ 
1 en W’I <c(e) and 
/en Wlac(e). Of course, we have woee, Jen Wl=c(e), and enU,=@ hence, 
ec( Wu U,). Thus, by the definition of m( .) and (3.4), 
m(w)-m(WI)~IE*l<.2’mr’(““, 
which implies m( W’)>mo by (3.1). Now, (3.3) implies 
m(W’\{n,+l, . . . . ~p})-m(W’\{u,, . . . . up))~deg(u,)<2’mr”‘+” 
for all q E {s + 1, . . . , p}, Hence, there is some 4~ {s+ 1, . . , such that 
mobm(W’\{uq, u~+~, . . u,>)<m(w), 
property (i) W. 
The is 0 
Remark. If @$E, c(e)=/el and m/2=mo, Lemma 3.1 says that there exists some set 
WC V such that the number of hyperedges contained in W is between m/2 and 
m/2 + 2’m*‘(‘+ l). In this case, the bound of Lemma 3.1 can be slightly sharpened: There 
exists some WC V such that 
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The proof proceeds by ordering the vertices of I’= {ur , . . . , un> such that 
deg(uI)2deg(v2)B e.+ >/deg(u,) and choosing for W one of the sets {ui, . . . , uk), 
O< k<n. The details are omitted. For graphs with m edges, this means that 
we can always find some induced subgraph H[ IV] satisfying 1 IE(H[WJ)l 
-m/2192Jm. 
Lemma 3.3 is used to estimate the numbers max(m( IV), m-m(W)) from Lemma 3.1 
when this lemma is applied repeatedly. Lemma 3.2 is needed only in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose f: (0, co)+(O, co) is a continuous real function such that f(u)/u is 
monotonically decreasing and that jy f (u)/u* d u converges. Then, for all a > 1 and x > 0, 
the series ~,“=,f(u”x)/u”x converges. 
Proof. It suffices to show that l:=j,“(f(aYx)/aYx)dy converges. Substituting u:=xaY 
yields Z=[!$(~(U)/U’ log a)du, which converges by hypothesis. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose f is as in Lemma 3.2 and (x,)zO is a sequence of natural numbers 
satisfying: 
(i) x0=1, 
(ii) x,+ 1 >xt for all t, 
(iii) 1x,-$x ,+lIGf(xt+l)for all t. 
Then there exists a constant a = ccf>O such that, for all t, the inequality x, > a2’ 
holds. 
Proof. It is easy to see that f (u)/ u+O for u-+co. Hence, by (ii), f (x,)/xf-+O for t+co. 
Choose t,, so large that f (xJ/xt< l/10 for t 2 to. From the inequality 
L *Xt+1-&~f(Xt+1), 
we infer that 
f(xz+1), 1 x, 
-‘2 x1+1 Xt+1 
and, hence, for t B to, 
X, >!_L=? 
xt+1’2 10 5’ 
Since we also have 
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it follows that, for t>to, 
xt+l>2x,(l-f~) 
=2x, ( l f(xz+d x2+1 xt+1 xt ) 
>2x(l-;f~) 
1 3 
22x, l-- =-x,. ( ) 4 2 




Now the infinite product 
converges if and only if the series 
* fCXtO+j) c 
j=l xtO+j 
converges. By the monotonicity off(u)/u and (3.6), we have 
and the convergence of P to some positive value B >O follows by Lemma 3.2. Finally, 
choose 
a:=min(2-‘“, j3xto2-‘“) 
and apply (3.7) to obtain the assertion of Lemma 3.3. q 
We are now ready to prove our main result. 
Theorem 3.4. There exists some constant y = yr such that, for all hypergraphs H = (V, E) 
ofrankatmostrandallfinctionsc:E-,{O,1,2, . ..}.withl<c(e)b(eIife~E\{8} and 
c(8) = 0, the inequality 
L(H)=L(H, c)<log, IEl+y 
holds. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 $ E. (Otherwise, test the set 
0 first and replace y by y + 1.) 
Using Lemma 3.1 repeatedly (with me = 1 E1/2), we are going to describe an algo- 
rithm for successively choosing the test sets. Denote by Ei the set of edges of H which 
are compatible with the results of the first i tests (E,:= E), by Hi the hypergraph 
(V, E,), and by Wj the jth test set (j> 1). NOW choose Wj, j> 1, such that 
O<m(Hj_,, Wj)<IEj_11 and 
m(Hj-l, w,)+ <2’1Ei-11”(‘+‘). 
In view of Lemma 3.1, it is clear that this can be done until the unknown edge is found 
after, say, 1 tests. Define a sequence (x,)130_ I by 
x .= I&r1 
i 
f’ 
for t=O,l,..., I, 
2’-1xl=2’-1(EI for t>l. 
It is easy to check that (x,)si satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3 with 
f(u):= 2’tP+ i, and we infer that 
x, > c12’ = a/2’; 
L(H)<ldlog, xl-log, a< [log, lE[l -log, cc. 0 
Remark. (i) The method used in this section is entirely different from the method we 
applied in the graph case and has the disadvantage that it seems difficult to get 
a reasonable stimate for the constant y, but we do not know how to generalize the 
argument of Section 2 to hypergraphs. 
(ii) The assumption that the rank of H =(V, E) is bounded cannot be omitted in 
Theorem 3.4, as can be seen by choosing E:= {e E V: ) e I = I VI - l}. It is easy to check 
that in this case L(H) = I VI - 1 whereas log, I El =log, I VI. 
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